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Abstract

MAKING THE FOREST TOGETHER: YOUNG CHILDREN REPRESENT
A SHARED EXPERIENCE IN CLAY
By Anna M. Golden
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Masters of
Art Education at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2006

Major Director: Dr. Pamela G. Taylor
Chair, Department of Art Education

This thesis examines the strategies young children use to develop a common set of
goals when collaborating on a group art work. Teachers at Sabot School spend a great
deal of time in discussion of children’s group work. By concentrating on one project in my
preschool classroom, I reached a greater understanding of the way children work together
on a group project. This understanding enriched my practice of teaching so that I could
become a better facilitator of similar projects in the future. The information is valuable to
me and the other Sabot School teachers when planning future group projects, especially
viii
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when discussing strategies for supporting children’s group processes. It is also be of value
to teachers and education students who are interested in learning about the Reggio Emilia
approach in American classrooms, social constructivism in the classroom, and the
possibilities of art in early childhood.
In this project, my four and five year old students worked together to create a clay
sculpture of a wild area outside the playground fence at our school. I was interested in the
way I could support this group project using Vygotsky’s idea of the Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD). In the ZPD a child can accomplish tasks they are not
developmentally ready to master if they have the support of a teacher or more skilled peer.
This study revealed that children and teachers can use words and actions to support
cognitive as well as social-emotional learning while working together.

CHAPTER 1
Bringing Children’s Experience with Nature into the School

How do children work together in a small group to represent a shared experience in
clay?
In this thesis, I examine the strategies children use to develop a common set of
goals when collaborating on a group art work. I describe a portion of a project that
occurred in the art studio at Sabot School, the school where I teach in Richmond, VA.
This project happened among my 4 and 5 year old students, who worked together to make
a clay representation of the forest, a wild
area outside of our schools playground
fence.
In this thesis I will focus on
children’s cognitive development as it
occurs in a classroom. Research that occurs
in laboratories can not reflect totally the kind of

Fig. 1.Map of the Forest with Ladder and
Labyrinth

learning that occurs in collaborative
environments like classrooms (Wertsch, 1984, p.2). In order to understand the way
children learn together, it is important to study real classroom situations. Teachers are
researchers who can study authentic classroom experiences in order to learn about the way
10
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children construct knowledge in a social context. I conducted the research for this thesis
in order to better understand how the educational theories I have read could be applied in
my classroom.
In Making Learning Visible (2001), Vea Vecchi, Atelierista at the Diana School in
Reggio Emilia, Italy, reports that children respond with vigor to tasks which fit within the
context of their intentions (p. 180). John Dewey (1934), wrote that learning comes from
experience which is complete and powerful; when emotion is a significant part of it, and
that an experience “moves and changes” (p. 43). As shown in this study, the experience
that the children, parents and teachers of Sabot School had with the forest was powerful,
moving and changing with the rhythms of the seasons and with the ebb and flow of the
children’s inquiry. Rinaldi (2005) wrote about the work of teachers as “a permanent
research, an act of vitality expressed in the daily work done by each one of us” (p. 53).
Through the work of teacher-researchers, understanding about the nature of learning and
the power of children’s ideas can grow in the field of education.
Sabot School: Child Centered and Inquiry Driven
Sabot School is a parent run pre-school in Richmond, Virginia that was founded in
1972. It serves children from age 2 through 6. Since its inception, the faculty and parents
of Sabot have been committed to best practices in early childhood education. The founding
parents were interested in the practices of the British infant schools, as well as the ideas of
John Dewey and Jean Piaget. The curriculum has remained child-centered and inquiry
driven since the beginning (Carney, 2004, para. 1).
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Teachers at Sabot School spend a great deal of time in discussion of children’s
group work. By concentrating on one project in my preschool classroom, I reached a
greater understanding of the way children work together on a group project. This
understanding enriched my practice of teaching so that I can become a better facilitator of
similar projects in the future. The information is valuable to me and the other Sabot
School teachers when planning future group projects, especially when discussing strategies
for supporting children’s group processes. It is also be of value to teachers and education
students who are interested in learning about the Reggio Emilia approach in American
classrooms, social constructivism in the classroom, and the possibilities of art in early
childhood.
Sabot School and Reggio Emilia
Since 1995, the curriculum at Sabot has been influenced by the Reggio Emilia
approach to early childhood education. Reggio Emilia is
a town in the Emilia Romagna region of Italy that has
been recognized by educators for having exemplary
municipal early childhood schools. The focus on the
Reggio approach has been a rich one. Like the pinhole of
a camera lens can focus on a wide view of a landscape,
the exploration of the Reggio approach reflected broader
theoretical views that revealed nuances of the teachers’
daily interactions with the children.

Fig. 2. Map of the Forest
with Berries and Meadow
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The municipal pre-schools of Reggio Emilia have become well known as examples
of innovative and excellent practice in early childhood education (Gardner, 2005, p.25).
The schools are based on a view of young children as competent individuals with unique
rights to experience the world. Teachers view themselves as researchers who collaborate
to improve in their practice of teaching. Teachers facilitate children’s experiences by
documenting and reflecting on children’s explorations, thinking, representation and
discussions (Vecchi, 1993, pp. 121-2).
In the schools of Reggio Emilia, teachers as well as children are seen as action
researchers, and represent their theories in “100 Languages” (Malaguzzi, 1993, p.86). The
construct of the 100 languages of children refers to the many media that the schools have
available for the students to use to represent their thinking. These media include
traditional artists’ and recycled materials, words, music, movement, products from nature,
and materials that might be associated with science and technology.

Atelierista: The Studio Teacher
Art teachers in Reggio are called atelieristi, a word for which there is no direct
translation in English, but which is related to the words artist and art studio. The
Atelierista works with the children, with teachers in collaborative efforts aimed at
uncovering the intentions behind the children’s thinking, and on preparation and
presentation of documentation. At Sabot the art teacher is called the Studio teacher
because staff and parents preferred to find an easily pronounceable American term to
reflect this teacher’s position.
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The studio teacher provides materials and strategies to fuel the children’s
exploration of ideas. As a trained artist the studio teacher can provide experiences with
visual art but must also keep technology, music and movement and other avenues of
expression and communication alive and available to the children. The visual language,
which is created with graphic media like pencil, clay, or building blocks, is just one that
children use to communicate. This language is an important one, as it is easily viewed by
adults and other children.
Sometimes a teacher wants to introduce a new visual medium to the children.
Before any formal teaching of techniques, the teacher would let the children explore the
material to find out what it can do. Teachers who are influenced by the Reggio Emilia
approach call this stage “messing about”. After the children begin to gain experience with
a material, the teacher teaches some techniques that children may need in order to use the
material effectively. In the case of clay, the teacher would show the children how to use
clay tools and how to make slip (liquid clay) to join pieces together.
When the child has developed facility with a medium like clay, it becomes a
language that the child may use to communicate ideas. Teachers believe that children may
explore ideas, communicate and test theories in many languages, and so try to “listen” to
verbal, graphic, auditory and even physical languages. Documentation relates to this type
of listening in that the teacher records the children’s actions, thinking and words and then
reflects on this information through the documentation process.
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Documentation or Contextual Curriculum
Teachers at Sabot document the children’s inquiry by taking notes,
recording and transcribing children’s conversations, photographing or videotaping
children’s activity, and examining and discussing children’s artwork and other products.
Documentation, in the sense in which the schools of Reggio Emilia use the word, is a form
of “contextual curriculum” (Rinaldi, 2006, p. 206), or a daily practice of teachers
observing the children’s activity, documenting through some graphic media, and
interpretating the children’s process and learning.
All of this documentation is shared with the parents and greater community through wall
panels, oral presentations and other forms of public communication. Teachers share the
children’s work with other education professionals through presentations at local and
national conferences and publications in journals and book chapters. Every year educators
come from all over the country to view our documentation and see the school in action.

Fig. 3. Putting the Clay Pieces Together
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In this thesis, the children’s exploration and their collaborative process was
documented with digital photography, audio and video tape, careful viewing of children’s
drawings, and transcripts of children’s conversations. When attempting to understand the
learning that emerges during the interaction of a group of children, I found that it is
important to use multiple methodologies for gathering data because the children’s
interaction is multi-faceted (Brooks, 2002, p.3). Educational philosopher Jerome Bruner
once wrote that “knowing how something is put together is worth a thousand facts about
it” (Bruner, 1983, p. 183)
Constructivism: The Teacher Has as Much to Learn as the Student
Constructivist educators believe that knowledge is created by the learner through
experiences, not transmitted to them by an adult (New, 1998, p.263). In a social
constructivist’s view, children and teachers share knowledge and skills in order to
construct new learning. Rather than organizing information and presenting it to students,
constructivist teachers provide opportunities for students to interact with experiences in a
sensory way, and support them in constructing meaning from that experience. The
teacher’s role is to set up collaborative problem solving situations in which students
interact to build new knowledge. A teacher would be part of the learning situation. The
teacher would take part as an active listener, reflecting the children’s ideas back to them in
an effort to support their thinking and move them along in the collaborative process. The
class, including the teacher, is seen as a community of learners, and construction of
knowledge or meaning occurs in a social context (Artsinednet, p.1). Constructivist
teachers believe that they have as much to learn as their students.
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ECAE Position: Constructivist Practices
The Reggio Emilia approach is rooted in constructive education, and its core values
appeal to a wide variety of educators. The Early Childhood Art Educators Issues Group of
the National Art Education Association position paper (ECAE, 1995, p. 1) outlined the
best practices for art educators who work with young children. The ECAE position has
been based in constructivist practices and states;
Every child is innately curious and seeks to construct personal knowledge and
understanding of the world in all of its complexity. A child constructs knowledge
in meaningful social contexts with peers and adults. A child constructs insight and
knowledge through guided and spontaneous learning experiences. The arts support
multiple ways of knowing and learning that are inherent in the unique nature of
each child (ECAE, p. 1).
This position is consistent with the practices of the teachers of Sabot School, and with the
Reggio Emilia approach.

Fig. 4. Exploring Sabot School’s Forest
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Chapter 2 The Origins of the Forest Project
The Piazza in the Town: The Heart of the Community
The forest project began when teachers at Sabot School, in a summer planning
meeting, considered the question “what is the place that our entire school community
connects with?” In Italy, towns are built around a piazza, or town square. This is a place
where the open air market, festivals and celebrations are held, and where people come to
walk and visit with each other in the evenings. While visiting Reggio Emilia in Italy, I saw
the piazza become crowded with people walking hand in hand, with strollers and children
in tow, as the noise of a hundred conversations filled the air. It is a place that represents
the heart of the community.
Piazza in School: A Communal Sense of Space
The preschools of Reggio Emilia are built around a central piazza just like the
town, and for similar reasons. These spaces are used as common areas where children of
different ages can meet and play; a place for families to interact with the school; and where
daily school meetings are held (Malaguzzi, p. 84). The question of how to address the idea
of community in places that have no tradition of piazza is a common one for American
teachers who look to adapt the ideas of Reggio Emilia. At Sabot School, we teachers have
often asked ourselves, “What is our piazza?” Our school is in a semi-urban area situated
on a large wooded lot. We share the building with a church, and our space is limited. In
our discussions about “What might serve as our common space?” the Sabot teachers
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considered many options, including the James River, which runs through our town, parks,
shopping malls, and even Starbucks! However, none of these places seemed to include
and encompass our entire school community.

Our Piazza: The School Grounds
Since our families drive to our school from the city, suburbs and outlying rural
areas, the school grounds seemed to be the one place that we all have in common. We
thought about our grounds and realized we might create a communal sense of place by
encouraging our children and their families to use the wooded area just outside our
playground fence. We hoped that this would be an exploration that could bring parents
and children and teachers together through shared experiences and conversations. We also
hoped that it would bring children of different age levels together to inquire about and
solve problems. As the art teacher, I hoped it would lead to new subjects for representation
and new problems to solve. What would be the effect on our children and school
community if we explored this ground more thoroughly?
Exploration of the Forest: School-wide Intentions
Each year, the teachers at Sabot School agree on several areas on which they want
to concentrate. The teachers call these areas of investigation and documentation yearly
school-wide intentions. Intentions can be seen as topics for action research encompassing
information gathering, reflection and discussions among teachers and sharing of
information and conclusions with the children and their parents. This year, one of the
school-wide intentions the teachers agreed to look at was the school community’s
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exploration of the natural world via the forest. This intention played out differently in each
of the school’s classrooms.
In the Forest room, which is my classroom and home to the oldest students in the
school, the teachers agreed to concentrate on bringing more activity and ideas that we saw
occurring outdoors in to the classroom. The teachers “brought the outside in” through the
use of natural materials for art and play, and through listening and being responsive to the
children’s representations of nature, whether that be in drawings, building with blocks, or
dramatic play.
Small Group Interactions and Collaboration
Children’s learning in small groups is an ongoing area of interest to teachers at
Sabot School. One of the ways in which teachers looked at the exploration of the natural
world through the forest project was the children’s construction of meaning through their
small group interactions. How would they process their thinking about the forest together,
in groups? As an art teacher I am particularly interested in the way small groups of
children collaborate to represent objects and ideas in various art making media.
One particular facet of children’s small group collaboration that has been a
mystery to me, is the way children reach consensus on goals. How do children and
teachers in a group help each other understand what a small group is going to do? How do
they collaborate to work on that task, and how do they decide when a group project is
finished? What is the role of conversation on the development of collaboration among
children working on a small group art project?
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The forest project is an example of an ongoing project or experience that grew and
changed over time for the children as well as for the parents and teachers at Sabot School.
They walked, crawled and climbed all through this wild area. The children collected
natural objects and drawn many of the features of the forest. They created the forest as a
meaningful space for themselves through their exploration and their interpretation of what
they have found. The forest is a meaningful concept to the children at Sabot School
because it captured their curiosity and excitement about exploration outside boundaries,
movement, physical challenge, and the natural world.
Before the forest was introduced to the children, teachers hypothesized about what
would be important to them out in the forest. Teachers thought that the children would be
interested in collecting and identifying natural treasures like rocks, ferns and flowers. We
thought that they would use imagination and magical thinking, in which children use
magical creatures and objects to explain real events, to create fantasy stories about the
origins of things in our forest. We all pictured children with clipboards, studiously
drawing things they observed as they do inside the classrooms and playground.
However, once the exploration began, we found that the children reacted most to
physical and sensory exploration. The teachers pointed out wild roses or sleeping
salamanders, and offered the children clipboards and felt tip markers to draw them, but the
children ran ahead as fast as they could. They couldn’t stay with the teacher, they couldn’t
draw or even talk –they needed climb up a tree root or down into the creek. The teachers
began to just observe and let the children show us what was important to them about this
learning experience.
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Children, parents and teachers walked through every part of this area; climbed the
roots of trees knocked over by Hurricane Isabel, investigated the creek bed, and
hypothesized about natural phenomena they witnessed in this place. As the exploration
went on, teachers did more research on children and nature, including reading the book
Geography of Childhood together and discussing it at staff meetings. Teachers looked for
more sources of inspiration, referencing Howard Gardner’s (1999), theory of multiple
intelligences, and studying and becoming fans of the environmental artist Andy
Goldsworthy (2000). Goldsworthy’s artwork and ideas about building a relationship with
a natural space seemed to reinforce the research that the teachers were doing with the
children. Parents contributed to the project by exploring the forest with their children after
school, conducting a poison ivy management campaign and by building a labyrinth. It was
made of liriope, the perennial grass often used for edging in gardens, and designed for the
children to walk through. This labyrinth would become one of the driving forces for the
curriculum at Sabot School for the 2005-6 school year.
The Forest: Extra Pockets
In the Reggio Schools teachers speak of all the research they do preceding a project
as giving them “extra pockets”. All of the information that the Sabot School teachers
gathered went in to our “extra pockets” to be pulled out as the children’s intentions toward
the forest exploration emerged. Eventually some threads of ideas that emerged that
teachers could take into the classroom. For instance, when some children became
interested in building a bridge over the creek, parents took their families on trips to visit,
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draw and photograph scenic bridges. This bridge group represented bridges in many
media, including folded paper, wood and clay.
A group of children from the Forest Room, who age 4.5 to 6 years old, chose to
translate the forest for the youngest children in the school, who are 2 years old, by making
signs and markers for them to follow. The Forest room children, who themselves were
talking about fears of wild animals or bad guys in the forest, worked on ways to make the
forest a more comfortable place for the 2 and 3 year olds. They made signs and a path to
help the younger children find there way through the Forest. This project foreshadowed
the social-emotional scaffolding that would happen in the Clay Forest group’s work, when
the hardest task became choosing who’s clay pieces would be placed in the center of the
sculpture.

Fig. 5. Children in the Labyrinth
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Chapter 3 Theory and Practice: The Zone of Proximal Development
The concept of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is that there is a phase in
a child’s learning process where the child has only partly mastered a task, but can
accomplish the task with the help of an adult, or another child who has mastered the task
(Rogoff, 1984, p. 1). In the zone of proximal development, the actual developmental level
of the lowest skilled member of the group combines with the actual level of the highest
skilled member to create the potential level of development (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 87). The
potential level is the place the child can reach with help. According to Wertsch (1984, pp.
8-15), there are three theoretical constructs which influence a person’s ability to learn in
the zone of proximal development. These are situation definition, intersubjectivity and
semiotic mediation.
The ZPD: Three Constructs
The first construct is situation definition, which means the way each party in a
group thinks about the task at hand. Embedded in the idea of situation definition are task
analysis and action patterns, or the ways each participant looks at the task and plans to
pursue it. Another concept imbedded in the idea of situation definition is object
representation. If the members of the group understand the objects within the task in a
similar way, then they can proceed to act upon them. In the case of a representative art
activity, group members must understand not only the object they are representing, but also
the media which they will use to represent those objects. When a more skilled participant
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is able to help a less skilled member of the group redefine the situation, then learning can
occur in the ZPD (Wertsch, 1984, p.9).
Intersubjectivity is the state where people in a group share the same situation
definition. Intersubjectivity means that people in a group are thinking about a problem or
task in the same way (Rogoff, 1990 p.71). Intersubjectivity can occur to different degrees.
For instance, the simplest form of intersubjectivity would be an agreement between two
parties about where objects in a task are located. For instance, children putting a puzzle
together would understand that all of the pieces they needed to complete their task were
included in the puzzle box. They would not look around the room for other things to
include in the puzzle. The most sophisticated level of intersubjectivity would occur when
the members of a group thought about the materials, actions and final product in a task in
exactly the same way. If this level of intersubjectivity were reached, there would be no
need for the more skilled parties in the group to support the others. The less skilled
member of the group would have reached his or her highest level of potential for that task,
and they would be ready to move on to new learning (Wertsch, 1984, p.14).
The third theoretical construct that affects learning in the zone of proximal
development is semiotic mediation, or the way people in a group talk about the problem
before them. Different ways of talking through a task affect the creation of
intersubjectivity. In order to promote growth toward a child’s potential level, instructions
must require the child to think about the problem in a new way. This requires slowing
down and giving the child time to think through each step of a process. Directions like
“roll that clay into a snake shape and put it here” may help get the task accomplished, but
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would not lead to intersubjectivity or increase the child’s understanding of the task because
the child would not understand why he or she is rolling clay into snake shapes. On the
other hand, asking a child to look at a tree, talk about the shape of the trunk, and then
guiding the child to notice the place the tree has in the forest could increase the child’s
understanding of the task (Wertsch, 1984, p.13).
In the case of the clay forest, learning occurred when children with greater
representational skills helped other children understand the task and how to accomplish it.
Children who had the most practice and skill with drawing seemed to understand the task
more quickly than children who preferred other modes of work and play at school. These
children were more comfortable with the idea of representing ideas and objects in media
like clay. At other times the teacher shared knowledge which helped move children along.
There were times when all of the children struggled together to reach consensus on
problems that occurred within the project.
The Forest in Clay
The clay forest grew out of the children’s exploration of the forest during the 20045 school year. The children had joyfully explored the space, yet seemed disinterested in
too much static activity like representation through drawing. During the next school year I
wanted to challenge the children to represent their thinking about the forest with graphic
media right from the beginning, so that it would be an integral part of their interactions
with the forest. The very first interaction the 4 and 5 year old children had with the forest
during the 2005-06 school year was when they went outside to see the labyrinth for the
first time.
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Learning the Labyrinth: Personal Style
The labyrinth became an important
part of the curriculum during the 2005-6
school year. The children began to explore
the labyrinth during the first days of school
and soon after began representing the spiral shape Fig.6. Labyrinth and Creek Map
in all types of media. It was clear to the teachers that the children were very engaged with
both the idea of a labyrinth or maze and with how to use one.
During the first trip to the labyrinth two ideas emerged among the children about
rules for going around it. Some of the children seemed to instinctively know that the path
through the labyrinth should be followed; others could see the boundary but enjoyed
disregarding it, while other children did not seem to see the liriope boundary at all, and ran
back and forth without regard for any sort of method.
When they came back into the classroom and began to draw their experiences, the children
discussed the physical process of using the labyrinth. The children’s discussion consisted
of short statements, which illustrated their drawing process. Each child’s talk indicated
their preference for a either a more rule based or a more freeform use of the labyrinth.
This showed that the children were developing their own object representations for it. For
instance, Alec stated as he drew, “You can’t go over the grass. Start at the starting place.”
Lilly agreed, and then further indicated where her labyrinth was: in the forest, near the
creek. She said “You should go, you go in the middle, then you go back around, see? This
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is the water, too.” Alec and Lilly shared the idea that the labyrinth was about direction,
form, and rules.
On the other hand, Ryan was one of the children who quickly ran around and
through the labyrinth, without following the path. He said: “mine is a really twirly one.
It’s a roller coaster . . . goes really fast!” The drawing that he made indicated action
through the repetition of many circles. Similarly, Henry drew many spirals, including one
in the center of the paper that went round and round many times. Henry said “It’s more
fun because it’s longer!” Ryan’s and Henry’s object representation for the labyrinth had to
do with motion and speed. All of the children seemed to use their drawings to confirm
their impressions of the labyrinth and to show the others in the group their view of how it
should be used. Later, when using clay to make a model of the labyrinth, the children
would have much experience and many visits to
reflect upon.

Fig.7. Long, Fast Labyrinth
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Chapter 4 Working Together: The Clay Forest
The clay forest began with trips outside to look for the objects that the children
would represent in clay. After they had compiled a sort of visual catalog of drawings of
items such as trees, rocks and water, the children began working with clay. This activity
occurred inside the art studio. Several groups of five children each worked over a three
week period. The children were seated around a circular table with a large block of clay in
the center. They passed the clay tools and containers of slip (used to stick pieces of clay
together) around as they were needed. I sat at the table or nearby and asked questions or
just listened and took notes. Occasionally another student would come in to the studio to
wash their hands or use the bathroom. These students would often look over the clay
forest and offer comments or suggestions. Finally, when the clay pieces were finished and
fired, the students put the forest together. This final stage became complicated by the fact
that a group decision had to be made, requiring multiple
meetings in order to reach a conclusion.
Drawing in the Forest
My proposal to the children set up the first part of
the action pattern for them: the clay forest would begin with
a series of walks outside to look at the real forest, in order to
choose which things it would be important to make out of
clay. The children’s individual situation definitions began

Fig.8. Drawing at the Creek
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to emerge as they chose which objects would represent the forest in their clay model. The
children, armed with clipboards, walked through the landscape looking for items that they
should include, and shouted to the teacher to write certain items down on a list. Drawing
objects that would be represented in another media is common at Sabot School, and part of
the children’s vocabulary of school practices, as is drawing from observation outdoors. So
in this case the action prescribed by the teacher (draw items that you will later represent in
clay) was not foreign to the children, although it was not their choice to begin the project
this way.
On the walk the children talked as they ran up to trees, plants, rocks and other
features of the land, touching them with their hands and verbally trying to capture each
others attention. Hannah noticed tree stumps, while Jack exclaimed “dry sand! There’s a
bit of dry sand in the creek!”
As they noticed items that they wanted to represent, they would pause to draw
them. Often when one child stopped to draw, others would stop and either draw the same
object, or one in close proximity. Through their verbal exclamations, they seemed to be
trying to convince each other that the objects they pointed out were most important and
worthy of attention. Lilly pointed out many trees, while Shiho, who had been involved in
another project involving leaf colors,
pointed out “Greens! Leaves, -brown! -red!
-leave colors”. Jack and Lilly added more
colors to the list –blue, purple and pink.

Fig. 9. Drawing Upturned Roots and Snake Holes
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At the end of the forest walk all of the children had a sheaf of drawings of features that
they had picked out as important. These drawings would serve as a sort of encyclopedia of
images that the children could return to during the next phase of the project. The
children’s individual choices of important forest features would remain during the making
of clay items. Children who were focused on trees chose to make trees out of clay, and
children who had lots of experience climbing down the creek bank made rocks and water.
Making Items in Clay: Individual Situation Definitions
As they worked, the children talked about what they were making as well as what
they still needed to make. The children’s individual situation definitions became apparent
as they talked. For instance, Alec showed that he understood that the clay pieces that the
children were making in the studio were related to the drawings that they had made
outdoors several days earlier. He said “What about the picture? I don’t remember what
we used to make, to make [sic], the clay forest.” Realizing that he was asking for the
drawings, I replied, “Well, you have to think about what to make”, and offered him the
sheaf of pictures. His friend, who had been listening, remembered something about the
drawings, and said “Oh! The ladder!” In this way the children reminded each other of the
items they had seen outside.
At the time that the conversation and construction of the clay forest was going on, I
struggled to keep my attention on the group processes that were emerging. It was difficult
to choose which moments to focus on and where each child might need some support or
scaffolding within the ZPD. I was aware that I could easily offer too much suggestion and
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squelch a child’s inquiry, while at the same time I thought I could see students struggling.
Everyday teacher concerns like making sure there was enough clay or that the tools were in
reach took some of my attention. So did the hard work of keeping the attention level of the
participating children as high as possible. In this instance I could see why researchers have
a preference for controlled situations, free from distraction. The authentic interactions that
occurred between the children and me became much more visible in hindsight as I studied
the tapes and viewed the children’s work.
Other children indicated with their conversation that they did not share the same
situation definition as the rest of the children or the teacher. For instance, Alec’s friend
Ryan, even though he had remembered that there was a drawing of a ladder, and that there
was in fact a ladder out in the forest, was making “scary trees” and “scary rocks”. He
seemed to be working on a haunted forest. He talked to a girl sitting next to him as he
worked, asking, “We’re going to bring these outside, right?” As he said this he looked and
motioned toward the playground, as if he would take the clay pieces outside to play with,
as he did when he made a cardboard light saber or bug catching trap. Caroline’s reply
indicated that she understood that the clay pieces were for a larger, collaborative project,
“No, we’re not going to bring them outside,” she said. Next he asked, “Will it (the clay)
get dried up?” Then, indicating the random nature of his thoughts, added “I’m older than
any kid at Sabot School!”
The statement about being the oldest in school, although it seemed to have nothing
to do with making the clay forest, would become important later. When it was made it was
followed by a discussion about who was the oldest child at Sabot School. Each child told
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their age, except for Caroline, who often pretended to be an older girl. She told the
children at the table that she was 7 years old, the age of her alter ego. This was exciting to
two other children who then told the ages of their older brothers and sisters. Finally the
conversation turned to guessing who the oldest child at Sabot was really. I gave the
children some clues, and they were able to guess that Frazer was the oldest child. The
thread of this conversation stayed alive in the Forest room, until eventually Mac, who was
not at the table during the original conversation, decided that age would be a good criterion
for choosing which clay labyrinth would be used in the model of the forest.
While the children were discussing age, work continued with the clay, as children
worked toward the goal of making objects that they had seen outside. While working,
Henry cut a large lump of clay, which did look a bit like a duck, and he declared “I made a
duck!” I pointed out that the trees that the other children were making were smaller than
the duck. Henry set it aside, declaring it finished, and picked up two pieces of clay,
painted some slip on them and stuck them together. “It’s a sandwich, a lost sandwich”. I
asked “a lost sandwich?” He replied, “That came from a lunch bag and somebody lost it,
maybe it’s a crabby patty.” I thought that Henry didn’t understand what the group was
trying to do, and asked him what he really wanted to make. He became slightly defensive,
telling me “a sandwich, that’s what I’m really making.” The other children talked to him
about his choices, explaining that there weren’t any sandwiches in the real forest, so they
shouldn’t be in the clay forest, but Henry wouldn’t be dissuaded. A classmate exclaimed,
“Sandwiches aren’t in the forest, Henry!” Next, I asked the children if they could think of
some things from the forest that Henry might work on.
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As the children talked to Henry about his choices, he stared to remember facets of
the real forest. As they verbally listed the things they remembered seeing outside, Henry
would repeat back certain words. He listened to the children listing items that he might
make, looking thoughtful. At last, he began working on a clay snake. Although we had not
seen any snakes in the forest, the children were sure that they had found many snake holes,
so a snake seemed to be a reasonable thing to make. It seemed that Henry had reached a
state where he was thinking about the problem (how to make a clay representation of the
forest) in a similar way to the other children. In fact, it was through collaboration, sitting
with the other children, watching them work and talking with them, that Henry reached
that state. When I tried to talk Henry out of his choice to make a sandwich, he rejected my
suggestions.
Furthermore, I wondered if Henry’s lack of skill with clay made it harder for him to
reach a state of intersubjectivity with the other children. Henry was a child who preferred
to engage in dramatic play and gross motor activities while at school. If he used art media,
it was only a means to an end; to make costumes for a game or to illustrate a story. He was
just beginning to express an interest in writing and a knack for drawing, but clay had never
been a real interest for Henry. Because he had less experience with clay as a medium, (and
graphic representation in general), he did not have the same ideas about its potential as the
other children, who could see that by manipulating the clay they could make it look like
trees, rocks, and even water. Henry’s initial explorations with clay consisted of his picking
up a piece of clay and naming something that it already looked like (as in the duck). When
he made the sandwich, he did put 2 pieces of clay together, but that was the extent of his
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manipulation. Henry showed that he didn’t understand the task through his choice of
subjects. It is a tribute to Henry’s ability as a thinker that he was able to reframe his ideas
about clay and the clay forest in the short time (about 45 minutes) that the children sat and
worked that day.
Labyrinth in Clay: To Think Means to Remember
At the same time that the children were trying to help Henry understand the task
they were all engaged in, they also seemed to think more broadly about the things they
wanted to make in clay. Vygotsky wrote that “for young children, to think means to
remember (1978, p. 50).
The children’s guidance of Henry’s remembering also sparked their memories for
objects in the forest. According to Vygotsky, young children’s memories of visual
concepts work by grouping things into families (1978, pp 50-51). Words represent
“familiar families or whole
groups of visual things
connected by visual ties”
(Vygotsky, 1978, p. 50).
Hannah’s suggestions to Henry
seemed to remind her of other
parts of the forest. She decided

Fig. 10. Four Year Old Labyrinth

to make a maze, and began to roll a long coil and then wind it into a spiral shape. As soon
as Shiho finished the cloud she was working on, she began a maze, as well. Hannah lifted
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hers and showed it to Shiho, stating “look Shiho, now we just need the little plants.” Shiho
agreed, “let’s do the little circle plants” A little later, Mac came in, and looked over the
table filling with clay objects. He immediately set to work on his own labyrinth, a much
larger one than the others. After this, the labyrinth would become the dominant idea of the
clay forest.
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Chapter 5 Choosing: Which Labyrinth is Oldest?
In the following days, Mac continued to build his large labyrinth. As he worked
other children would come into the studio. Mac would engage them in conversation about
whether they liked his work or not. I had already presented the idea that maybe there
should only be one labyrinth in the clay forest, since there was only one in the real forest,
and Mac seemed to take that as a challenge –he wanted his to be the one that was used. He
invented his own criteria for which labyrinth should be used, and tried to convince other
children to go along with him.
The criterion that Mac used was: which labyrinth is oldest? Mac asked Frazer,
who had just come into the room, if he was 5 and ¾ years old, a fact that had come up in
conversation earlier that week. At 5 and ¾ years old, Frazer was the oldest child in the
school. Judging by the things Mac kept saying about age, he must have been thinking
about Frazer and the relative ages of his classmates as he worked on his clay labyrinth.
Laney came into the room to use the sink, and Mac
asked her which maze she liked best. Laney replied first
that she liked Catherine’s (her good friend), but I reminded
Laney that Catherine’s clay object represented the water,
and not a labyrinth. Laney then said that she liked Mac’s,
“because it’s spiky!” I indicated to her that Shiho’s was
spiky, too. Laney agreed, but said that “Mac’s is spikier.”

Fig. 11. Working Together
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Laney left the room, and Mac and Frazer continued talking about age. Laney’s proposal
for a criterion to judge the best clay labyrinth (which is spikiest?) went unheeded. It was
becoming apparent that age was an important topic to Mac, who is taller, but younger than
Frazer. The importance of the concept of age was reinforced by Carrington, who came in
and heard a few moments of the conversation as she washed her hands, and then told Mac
how old she was (4 years old). Mac pointed to his maze and told Carrington that it was 4
years old, too.
I explained that Mac was thinking about which maze should be used in the clay
forest. Carrington looked intently at the table and said “Actually, (I like) Catherine’s, and
Mac and Frazer’s.”
Once again, as with Laney, Carrington’s first choice was her good friend’s work,
but I told her it could not be a choice because it wasn’t a labyrinth but instead represented
another object from the forest. I pointed out the other labyrinths on the table, which had
been made by Shiho and Hannah, and were much smaller than Mac’s work and asked
Carrington which she preferred. Carrington said “No. No, thanks, because, they’re not as
tall as I am.” I asked her if she wanted the clay labyrinth to be as tall and as big as she
was, and she replied “Yes, like Mac’s.” Frazer agreed, “His looks more bigger. This one’s
more bigger.”
About a half hour later on the same day Mac asked Carrington again which one she
liked best. Carrington indicated that she still liked the biggest one. Mac appeared to need
more confirmation that his labyrinth was the best one, asking “Do you like mine best
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Carrington? My maze? Look how big it is now?” Carrington agreed, stating “Look how
big! Yeah, it’s growin’!”
Mac explained that his maze was “5 and ¾ now…the maze just had a birthday! I
need another line (he meant another strip of clay). I’m making so when it’s bye-bye circle,
I have to go to my room.” I asked if Mac meant that he was going to work on making the
clay labyrinth all day long, and Mac said yes. Carrington liked that idea “that’s good,
cause then it’ll be as tall as you! Ha ha!”

Fig. 12. Painting the Clay Labyrinth

That these children, Mac, Frazer and Carrington, seemed to agree that the size of
the clay labyrinth reflected its age showed a particular facet of intersubjectivity. The
children’s agreement that the worth of the piece could be measured by its imagined age
shows that for young children, intersubjectivity has little to do with correctness or even
real-ness. They referred to the clay labyrinth as tall and old, even though it was only about
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an inch tall, and was in the process of being made, so couldn’t have been very old. The
children seemed to have a tacit agreement that these terms having to do with age and size
could be used to indicate other concepts, and therefore could agree to judge which
labyrinth was best by this imagined criteria.
The Power of Words in a Group Project: Semiotic Mediation
In this case, semiotic mediation meant that the children used their own agreed upon
meanings for words to reach intersubjectivity, regardless of the fact that these meanings
were incorrect. More mature children would have had a firm definition for being 5 3/4
years old, and would not have used that term, which indicated age, as a measure for how
large something was. In Mind in Society (1978, p. 80), Vygotsky warns against the
assumption that learning cannot occur before a child’s intellectual development indicates
that they have all of the prerequisite skills needed to learn. His idea of the zone of proximal
development assumes the opposite; that development lags behind learning. Vygotsky
writes that “’good learning’ is that which is in advance of development” (1978, p. 89). By
good learning Vygotsky meant that learning which propels the child forward in
development, allowing them to move through the zone of proximal development toward
their next developmental level. In this example we saw that Mac, Frazer and Carrington
could agree that the oldest labyrinth was the best because for them the meaning of the term
“oldest” was not quite understood. Even so, the mutual use of the term “oldest” met the
children’s need for a label for the idea they were struggling with.
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Putting the Forest Together
When the clay pieces had been painted with under glaze and fired, it was time to
put the clay forest together. Right from the first, there had been ideas about how to do it.
Hannah had asked on the very first day; “But Anna, are we going to put the clay forest
together? We could take dirt from the forest and spread it out. BUT, it shouldn’t touch the
clay.” I responded that the clay would get “fired and hard like dishes and then it would be
o.k. for the clay to touch the dirt.” Hannah asked if, after it was fired, if the children would
be able to wash the clay if it got dirt on it, and I told her that they could. Hannah was
satisfied, and from then on, built a consensus that the clay forest would be placed on top of
real dirt and leaves.
Analysis of this conversation showed where Hannah needed support within her
zone of proximal development. She had a realistic task analysis in that she understood that
the children would make clay pieces and then put them together to form the clay forest.
Her plan of action to get this accomplished was also on target. The children would get dirt
from the real forest and spread it out on something to form the base for the clay forest. The
problem rested in Hannah’s object representation; in her mind, the clay pieces would be
damaged if they touched real dirt. Semiotic mediation brought Hannah’s object
representation in line with the rest of her understanding about this project. Hannah showed
that she understood the implications of the information that I shared with her about clay
through her question “when the clay gets hard, could we wash it?” Once she understood
that the clay could resist dirt she was able to proceed with her plan, and share it with the
other children.
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Choosing a Way to Choose
Fig. 13. Finished Labyrinths

The children began to assemble the clay forest on top of a Masonite board that had
been spread with slip and covered in dirt and pieces of leaves from the forest. They ran
into a problem, however when they got to the clay labyrinths. Clearly there were too many
to fit on the board, and we had already discussed that they would have to choose one of
them to use. Several of the children devised methods or criteria for choosing a clay
labyrinth, but as a group they could not reach consensus on which method they would use.
Agreeing on a way to choose which clay labyrinth to use was the most difficult task of all
for the children, and eventually required that the teacher step in and make the decision for
them.
Rogoff (1990, p. 163), writes that spatial planning tasks are difficult for young
children if they involve future events, as this problem did. All along, the children knew
that eventually we would use only one of the labyrinths in the clay forest, but this involved
abstract concepts as well as the juggling of interpersonal relationships within the group.
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Rogoff writes that “planning tasks which require discussion of future possibilities and
strategies for dealing with the efficient coordination of several possible actions” are very
difficult for young children (1990, p. 164). The decision making process for choosing one
clay labyrinth was complicated by the group decision making process, as demonstrated by
their inability to collaborate to pick a method for choosing a clay labyrinth.
The first time the clay forest group tried to choose one labyrinth, I
explained to the children that I was wondering if we could decide once and for all what we
should do about this problem of too many labyrinths. When I asked them which clay
labyrinth we should use, each child pointed to the one they liked best. Jack had an idea,
explaining that “we could see which one we like the color best, and then if another person
agrees, we get to have that one.” This would make the labyrinth he liked win out, because
it was the most colorful. Lilly seemed to be concerned that children’s feelings would be
hurt if their labyrinth wasn’t the one chosen. She said “like, I was thinking, maybe we
could put one right here, on the forest, and then maybe we could put the rest on the side.”
Grace also had a plan; “I have an idea. We could draw one flower and some numbers, and
who ever picks the flower, we can do their maze. I stated the idea back to her “Oh, so you
would sort of pick out of a hat which one…” but Jack interrupted, possibly aware that with
Grace’s method, there was a chance that the labyrinth he liked would not get picked. He
said “I like Alec’s! Do you like Alec’s (to Grace)?” Grace replied, “I like Alec’s pretty
good, but I like Shiho’s.”
Jack really wanted Alec’s labyrinth to be used, so he suggested that the children
could have all of them there in the clay forest. I reminded him that there is only one maze
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out in the forest, so I hoped that the children would choose one. By his reply Jack
demonstrated that he understood the task I had set before the children, but he cleverly
suggested a way to get around my object representation of the forest as a place where there
was only one labyrinth, when he said “You never know, there might be more mazes out
there on the other side (of the forest)”.
The next day, I reconvened the group, but this time Jack did not want to participate.
Lilly had continued to talk about her method for choosing a labyrinth, taking turns. I asked
Lilly to remind the children of her idea, but instead she pointed to Mac and Frazer’s
labyrinth. It appeared that she was going to choose this labyrinth rather than continue the
process of coming to a group decision.
I said, “Lilly, you just said you wanted to choose this labyrinth, but you said
something different before…” This allowed Lilly to remember her idea, and she told the
others “take turns, that’s what we should do. So everyone will be happy.”
I restated her idea and then Hannah added, “You know what I was thinking? We
could get the whole class in here, and vote, and then whichever wins, that would be o.k.,
but if a kid gets sad, maybe after this clay forest, we should make another one.” Hannah
was suggesting that we find a way to choose one labyrinth, but also went along with Lilly’s
concern for the other children’s feelings by suggesting that the children could make more
than one clay forest. Hannah added, “well, you know why I think that’s a good idea
(voting)? Because what if somebody is sick and they couldn’t see it that day their labyrinth
was in the hallway?” Here she is suggesting that Lilly’s method for setting the labyrinths
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in the clay forest in turns might actually lead to hurt feelings if the child was sick on the
day that their labyrinth had it’s turn!
Mac, who had appeared to have given up on his method of choosing the oldest
labyrinth after three weeks of trying to convince the other children that this was the best
criterion, suggested that maybe the labyrinth with the most points should be the one (his
had the most points, by far). I restated his idea and pointed out all of the ones that had
points. At this point I began to suspect that the task of shared thinking I had set before the
children might just be too difficult for them. The children surprised me with this
interchange;
Hannah –Well, I don’t care if mine doesn’t get used.
Mac –Oh, then maybe we should…
Shiho –I don’t care if mine doesn’t get used.
Hannah –I think me and Shiho just don’t care.
Grace –And I don’t care.
Mac –And, I don’t care if my labyrinth doesn’t get used.
Hannah –You pick, Anna.
I tried once again to reinvigorate the conversation by restating all of the ideas for choosing
that had come before:
I’ll tell you. One day they were talking and Mac said this one is 4 1/2 years old, but
this one is 5 3/4 years old. Henry, Laney and Carrington like this one because it’s
biggest. But Shiho likes yours, Hannah, because it looks most real because it has
green and brown colors, like the grass and the dirt underneath.
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Hannah came up with yet another possibility for choosing a labyrinth. She suggested using
pictures of the labyrinths instead of the real clay ones. This seemed to be a way to avoid
having to choose one persons labyrinth over another:
You know what Anna? Maybe we should turn a corner of the studio, or a wall of
the studio into pictures of the clay forest, and have the clay forest, but since it’s so
hard to put one in, we could just have pictures of the labyrinth, and cut that out and
put that in.
Mac added to her idea “We should draw pictures, and we should tape them on the wall.
Put a different one everyday and take a picture, and tape them on the wall.” Trying to
understand, I asked “you mean we should take a photo of a different labyrinth in the clay
forest every day?” Mac nodded, “Yeah, and tape them on the wall.” Hannah refined this
new idea, bringing it closer to some of the earlier proposals;
We could have one labyrinth in the clay forest, and then we could have boxes, put
the other labyrinths in the boxes, and you could open those up so they can see
them! And so all of them get shown!
Inside, I became excited because it seemed to me that Mac and Hannah really understood
the problem at last. However, my next statement, which I had hoped would provoke a
solution to the labyrinth problem at last, seemed to be the last straw for the children in
struggling through this group decision making process. I said “that would work great, but
we still have to choose which one would be in the clay forest, and which ones would be in
the boxes.” Mac sighed and said “It doesn’t matter.”
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I could see that Mac and Hannah understood the idea, but the choice was just too
hard to make. The other children had dropped out of the conversation and were just
listening. I realized that after four weeks of talking about which labyrinth to choose, the
children were either loosing interest or becoming desperate for a decision. I told them that
the part I didn’t care about is which method they chose. I said, “If you want to take turns
with them (the clay labyrinths), that’s fine. If you want to vote, that would work, too.”
Hannah, taking her leadership role further, asked me to decide, and I asked “should we do
it by voting?” Excitement came back to the group sitting around the table, as the children
began to smile and move in their seats. I got up to go get the rest of the children in the
class from the forest room. Grinning, Hannah said;
“Hey, this is gonna be crazy! All the Forest room kids are gonna come in here and
vote. She’s gonna go get all the forest room kids to come in here and vote! (Laney
came in to wash her hands) “Laney, stay in here, Anna’s getting all the forest room
kids.
Grace said excitedly “you’re gonna vote for a maze”. Shiho told Laney “you have too!”
Mac pointed to his labyrinth and asked “Do you like that one?”
At Last: Finishing the Clay Forest
The forest room children came in and voted for the labyrinth that they thought
should be used in the clay forest, and as they voted many of them told why they chose the
one they did.
All of the criteria that had come up over the last few weeks were used by different
children when voting. Some children chose the spikiest, while others chose the most
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colorful or the biggest. Still others chose the one that was oldest. In the end, the labyrinth
that had been deemed 5 and ¾ years old was the one chosen. The other labyrinths were
placed on a table next to the platform that held the clay forest, and everyone seemed
satisfied. The other children went back to the classroom, but Lilly and Mac stayed behind
to make invitations for the parents and children in other classes. They read: “Come see the
clay forest outside the studio.”

Fig. 14. Making Invitations
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Chapter 6 Conclusion: Group Process and Collaboration
Sensory Connections and Re-minding
Semiotic Mediation is a crucial part of
learning in the zone of proximal
development, as illustrated by examples
of children’s conversations with each
other, as well as conversations between
children and teachers. The use of words
builds conversational connections
between people. Words seem to serve

Fig. 15. Experiencing the Concrete

another purpose as well, one of mediating memory. Again and again in this project
children helped each other understand the task by reminding each other of concepts
through the use of words. Bruner wrote that language is the medium for “collective
sharing and for transmission of new forms of consciousness across generations and
circumstances” (Bruner, 1984, p.95). However, some interactions with children appear to
encompass more than words. Perhaps a more
sensory language is at play with young children. A
small interaction demonstrated this idea.

Fig. 16. Drawing of the Concrete Pile
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Jack was helping assemble the clay forest when he found a white, mushroom
shaped piece of clay with textural scratches on it. He didn’t recognize this item, and asked
“Anna, what’s this?” I remembered that Jack had interacted with this object on our first
trip to draw outside. I reminded him it was the big rock of concrete that is out in the forest.
Jack looked at me questioningly and turned the clay piece over in his hand. I told him
where the pile of hardened concrete was, behind the shed on the way to the labyrinth.
Suddenly, Jack jumped up from his chair and started stomping his foot with great vigor.
He seemed to be visualizing in his mind the few moments, weeks before that he had spent
with this pile of concrete. He asked if it was the thing that he and Mac had jumped and
stomped on, and I told him yes.
This experience of remembering seemed to refocus Jack on the task,
reminding him that he wanted to put the clay forest pieces together so that they looked like
the real forest. After this brief interchange Jack knew where to place the piece on the
board when the clay forest was assembled. The experience of realization must have been a
good feeling for Jack, something that he wanted to revisit, because a few days later when
we went out to the forest to look at the labyrinth, he made it a point to find the concrete
pile again. He brought a friend over to it and showed her how to jump and stomp on it,
exclaiming “this is what me and Mac did one
day!”
Jerome Bruner wrote that the zone of
proximal development is a form of “mental
sharing” (1984, p. 94). He explained that the

Fig. 17. Sharing the Experience
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transmission of understanding across culture and through time is accomplished through the
zone of proximal development. This notion of sharing understanding is illustrated
everyday in classrooms through conversations and interactions among children and
between teachers and children. Children are brought from a lower actual level of
development to a higher actual level when higher skilled participants in learning groups
share knowledge with them. In this way knowledge and understanding is like a wave that
may pass from person to person over time, enveloping new understanding along the way.
Before the clay project began, I laid out some questions that might guide my
exploration of group learning while I worked with the children on the clay forest. My
research questions consisted of ideas that had come from reading educational theory, but
which I had not consciously applied in daily work with the children. These questions were
inspired by references to Vygotsky and Dewey in many of the books I have read on the
Reggio Emilia approach to early childhood education and the books I have read in my
pursuit of a Masters degree in art education. How do children develop intersubjectivity
when working in a small group? Can close observation of children’s action patterns lead
to better understanding of group functioning? How do individual children’s
representational strategies influence the representations of others in the group? What is the
role of conversation on the development of intersubjectivity among children working on a
small group art project?
Analyzing the video, children’s drawings, and taped conversations of the clay
forest project has allowed me to see places where a child who was learning in the zone of
proximal development might have needed help from another child or teacher. What I have
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learned is that careful listening is important when working with a group of children, but
listening augmented with some frameworks for analysis of children’s work yields more
useful information. To understand where children required support in the zone of proximal
development I found Wertsch’s (1984, pp. 7-17) ideas about situation definition,
intersubjectivity and semiotic mediation to be helpful. Breaking down children’s
conversations and holding them up against Wertsch’s constructs allowed me to see specific
instances where I could support individual children within the group, as well as the places
where I had to support the whole group in moving forward. Knowing more about the zone
of proximal development has deepened my ability to interpret documentation, reflect on it
and bring it back to the children.
Looking at documentation through the lens of the zone of proximal development
allowed me to see individual learning occurring as children moved from lower to higher
levels of understanding. I could also begin to understand Bruner’s contention that the zone
of proximal development is a way to share not only knowledge, but also consciousness
(Bruner, 1988, p. 94).
Some of the learning which occurred during the construction of the clay forest
stemmed from specific disciplines such as language and art. As an artist I see the value in
helping children practice drawing or in showing them techniques for working with clay,
and I do find myself taking the role of the traditional art teacher at times. However, most
of what occurred during the clay forest exploration consisted of learning which reinforced
the group’s values about relationship, listening, engagement, observation and curiosity to
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learn; in other words, the children were sharing and reinforcing the cultural values of our
school.
Conclusion
Bruner describes Vygotsky’s view of the zone of proximal development between
adults as “a matter of somebody with knowledge and awareness scaffolding a task for
somebody without knowledge and awareness until the latter becomes capable of reaching
‘higher ground’” (1988, p. 95) . Children engaged in group work are learning in the
intellectual as well as the social-emotional and aesthetic domains (Making Learning
Visible, 2005, p. 290). “The way learning
groups form and function is integrally
related to what the group comes to
understand” (Krechevsky and Mardell,
2005, p. 292). This project was my
attempt to extend the children’s interest in
the forest and to deepen my
understanding about working with
children in groups. As the children came
into closer relationship with each other
and with the forest, their care and respect
for each other showed me that they
already stand on higher ground.

Fig. 18. Exploring the Forest
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